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Description
It would be nice to be able to forward a comment on a forum to another
forum
I would like to see a "reply "button on the Recent Group Activity pages
next to to the "view", and "delete" buttons. (see COMMONS-01.pdf)
I would like my forum to be presented with the most recent comments
first and a option to see entire thread as needed.
I might be helpful to have a "Post Reply" button at the top of the Forum
page (see COMMONS-02.pdf)
The function of Group Forum button and Group Forum Directory button
Forum page (COMMONS-02.pdf) seems a bit confusing to me.
The Group Forum button seems to bring you to the Group's Forum Directory
and the Group Forum Directory Button brings you to the Common's
complete Directory of Forums.
The Groups Tab a the top of COMMONS-02.pdf is plural and brings you
the Groups Directory page. The Forum button in the sidebar of that page
is singular and brings you to a Group's Forums Directory. Making the
"Fourm" button "Forums" seems to make it a bit more symmetric with
the "Groups" button and eliminates the need for the Group Forum button
under the Forum title.
I would like the Groups Directory page have the My Groups tab selected
by default by rather than the Common's Groups tab..
History
#1 - 2011-02-02 10:25 PM - Matt Gold
- Category name set to BuddyPress (misc)
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Boone Gorges
Hi Boone,
I'm assigning this to you so that you can have a look at these feature requests. I assume we'll want to dice them up into separate tickets (if we do that,
let's add Michael as a watcher so that he receives email updates on our progress), though some of them may warrant more discussion, perhaps on
the Group for Group Admins group. But, as a first step, please look through these and let us know what you think.
Matt
#2 - 2011-02-10 05:48 PM - Boone Gorges
- Status changed from Assigned to Duplicate
I have opened separate tickets for each issue that Michael suggested:
#575, #576, #577, #578, #579, #580, #581, #582
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